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About This Game

In Global Soccer Manager 2017 there are no restrictions, the whole world becomes playable!

Do you want to reach one of the top leagues starting from the Costa Rican or Ugandan 2nd division? It's up to you!

Of course, you can simply choose one of the best clubs or national teams in the world and enjoy winning trophies. Your team
needs a new central defender? Look around, maybe you'll find the next star in Nigeria or in Japan!

Looking for new challenges? Check for available jobs from all over the world!

The 210 playable nations (from which 21 comes with realish player databases) and the 4000+ playable clubs guarantees truely
infinite hours to play.
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Poor controls, and gameplay wounded any chance the game would carry me through on story. Spent no longer than 10 minutes
on it. Wouldn't recommend it to anyone.. I wish I knew the OS Requirements for this, Undertale's soundtrack had it and I
luckily had Windows 90000001 so it went perfectly, but with this one it said I needed Windows 9999999999999999999 but it
ran by 1 beat per 10000000000000 seconds which i couldnt hear any of the songs because then they would be
9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 years long. but except that, the game went
pretty good and I got a few kills on a server, was very fun so i recommend this game.. I read one of the reviews saying the style
of gameplay is similar to Final Fantasy Tactics (One of my favorite games). It is nothing like that, with the exception of the
chessboard setup of the levels. I have never played a game this unbelievably slow in all my life.I really really really wanted to
like it. I got 2 hours in trying to engage with the story but it is just so dry and tedious.. This dlc is strange for me to explain.
While it does put out game changing content that adds a random variable and interesting ideas, some of it is rather counter-
intuitive to the elements of the original game, not to mention the stuff added feels like something that should have already been
in the game to start with.

The dlc adds some rather interesting ideas to the game. For one, it follows the concept of the forbidden worlds dlc by adding
variation to the galaxy, particularly in the star types. Black Holes, pulsars, and neutrons all add a danger to their systems
depending on which one you have for a star and make that area harder to protect, forcing any star strategies one might have
pretty much useless depending on what you get. Black Holes slowly damage ships, Pulsars disable abilities (I think), and
Neutrons slow ships to a crawl. Regular star types still exist, but they are now much harder to have spawn in unless you are
playing a custom map.

The anomalies are probably one of the few things this dlc has going for it. The 6 anomalies add a new level of strategy to games
as most are rather benefical and can be found on practically any premade map.

Random events are the last thing this dlc brings to the table, luckily however, compared to the other additions, these can be
manually turned off in the map setup. There are 11 events and can range from magnetic storms wreaking havoc on a planet to a
global market crash in your empires economy; sometimes stars will shoot gases as well along with enemy empires supposedly
"sensing" weakness in your planets. For the most part, they are all annoying and pretty much work against you as the game
progresses. It is interesting, however, to use these in multiplayer games as you can use a few of them to your advantage against
another player.

The question I know everyone is going to ask, is it worth the $5? Well..... Kinda. Like the forbidden worlds dlc, it adds
interesting ideas to the mix to give some spice to your galaxy on one side of a coin. But on the other side, the dlc is rather poorly
executed on how it delivers the content, more of it is just plain out annoying than it is fun and really does feel like it should have
already been in the game to start with, particualry the random events and stars. I still recommend it as it is kinda interesting and
the anomalies are rather helpful. I highly suggest to wait for a sale before buying it, you'd be much better off.

Overall, I give this dlc a 6\/10, worth getting, just not worth $5.. Very unique and fun physics puzzler. Sad to see it's so
overlooked. Definitely worth a buy.
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- Edited - After 30 or so hours played I've updated gameplay paragraph below.

There aren't many reviews for this game yet, so I thought I'd share my position if you're on the fence about buying this.

I highly recommend this game for arcade side scroller shooter fans, also to any people wanting a very charming game.

This game is full of the type of charm that proudly reminds people that videogames are a fun medium. The type of game that
wants you to laugh, smile and enjoy its pixel art as a whole package, and doesn't shy away from being exactly what it is. The
dedication by the developers is evident - they have put together a joyful combo of fun and great pixel art.

Because charm is somewhat abstract here are some other points.

The story is simple, to the point and (again) charming. It wears its heart on its sleeve and that's awesome. The idea of father and
son demolishing everything together is novel and I've never seen a similar idea before. It kind of breaks a fourth wall into the
developer's minds while you're playing.

Gameplay is mostly simple, but deep if you want it to be. Run. Jump. Shoot larger than life collectible weapons. Shooting is like
contra. Up and diagonal, left and right. Super fun. However hidden depth found in some strategy and planning - especially in
latter half of game. Weapon management and a slow measured approach is required. If you play on medium or hard - you are
not going to want to be careless with your approach - otherwise lose massive health and 'game over' will be upon you in no time.
Control of best buds is really good on the run and in air. Good high jump, with good feeling of flight but solid control in air for
landing on platforms. I think Super Icon deliver a superb feeling of movement in their 2d platformers with tight control.

Explore 11 extensive stand alone levels that deviate in different paths full of pickups. Levels are pretty big! A little puzzle
orientated to find everything which encourages you to explore the whole landscape.

Difficulty is really well done. 3 options to start off with, something for everyone.

The developers are active in the discussions here on steam, asking for bugs etc. A few bugs have been identified but nothing
game breaking and updates are already coming. This is a very very small team and its awesome to see their commitment to the
game.

Lastly I just really like the game. I loved life of pixel - also by this developer. Thanks Super Icon for making this! It's awesome
to see the game out in the world! Definitely consider picking this up to support a really cool developer.. A middling card game.
Poor graphics, easy to learn but tactic options are extremely limited; ideal for kids. Not bad to pass few whiles although has
expansions; maybe good against other player, because AI is shamefully cheater. Would be better with a turn-based system and
(especially) big maps. The first loading time is long, afterwards runs well. Only worth with a huge discount.. As i didn't play the
original version before this, this review is disregarding any comparison to that version.

A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX is a side-scrolling mecha shooter game, safely to say a Megaman clone.

You have 2 mechs to choose from Ares and Tarus, similar to the roles how X and Zero in Megaman series.
Each has different set of weapons and abilities and both have different storyline, though same levels and objectives.

The game technically and visually is good, however the soundtrack doesn't fit and really boring.

The story in general is generic, although it has few cool twists. But it's nothing special at all. You go on levels, destroy bots to
save humankind. That's it.

You have also a human female as an assistant that communicate with you throughout your mission and develop new upgrades
for you suit.

During the levels there are database cubes and upgrade units to collect, the former for expanding game lore to read and the later
allow you to upgrade weapons and abilities.
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Each character has 7 levels, which are exactly the same but different dialogues.
And you can beat the entire game in few hours (took me 5 hours).

Let's switch to the cons:

- Level designs: Some areas can be really frustrating, designed to hinder your movements limits to your demise.
- Unskippale scenes: This really made me mad, because checkpoints happen before a hard part, which forcing me to watch the
same scene over and over and over until I successfully pass the area. Boss Battles has the same problem.
- Checkpoints sometimes are set far from each other, again due to some areas being frustrating, having to run through many
rooms\/traps\/enemies before you getting to a new checkpoint isn't really a nice idea if you want to put a challenge in the way. I
really don't like repeating the same steps for 5~10 times before I figure out a solution.
- The Ending (both endings), although are good, end abruptly. It would be better to see at least a glimpse of the aftermath.

6.5\/10. This game is NOT pay-2-win garbage! We are all equal. There are no restrictions - you can play any battle as many
times as you want. So you can tune your deck for the specific pponent. You gain cards and resources by winning and it's more
than enough to build a strong deck. Rewards for achievements (the blue orbs to upgrade a warlord's skills) are nice. I play elves
and my dark elf warlord becomes a deadly assassin pretty fast. Good game devs, looking forward to seeing new dark elf cards ;).
I found about the game on EVW's channel, I saw a sneak peak of the game and thought it may be a fun quick platformer.

It is deffinetly a really fun, quick paste, very nice music platformer.

Really enjoyed it and if you are thinking of buying this game deffinetly buy it.

1. Really cheap for how good it is.
2. Really fun.
3. Challenging
4. Very unique. Nice NES style 2d platformer. A few problems with the sloped terrain, but controls work well outside of that.
Good amount of variety in levels.
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